SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS OF AUTHORITY IN
ISLAM

In memory of my brother Aharon Kister.

The commonwealth set up by the prophet Muḥammad in Medina, including various tribal groups and factions, united by the superimposed ideas of the new religion of Islam, formed the umma, the community of Islam. This unprecedented body politic in the north of the Arabian peninsula originated and developed in its first stages due to the undisputed authority of the Prophet, who served as the sole guide, leader, judge, and legislator of the community; he derived his authority from the continuous revelation granted to him by God. The character of the Prophet was moulded according to the Qur'ān, as formulated in a concise utterance of Ā‘ishah.¹ In Muslim tradition the Prophet is depicted as a symbol of righteousness and justice than whom nobody could be more just.² He acted equitably

---

1 See, e.g., Abū l-Shaykh, Akhlaq al-nabi, pp. 19, 29: ...qālat: kāna khuluq rasūli ilitation (ṣ) al-qur’āna...; al-Suyūṭī, al-Durr, 6, 251; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, 7, 80-81; Ibn Kathīr, Shama‘īl, pp. 57-58; Ibn Abī l-Hadīd, Sharḥ nahj, 6, 340; al-Mubarrad, al-Fāḍil, p. 16; and see al-Sulamī, Ādāb al-ṣuḥba, p. 23, n. 4 [the references of the editor]; al-Munāwī, Fayḍ, 5, 170, no. 6831.

and kindly towards people, and allowed a man who was hit by him unintentionally to avenge himself.\(^3\)

A similar feature of the human nature of the Prophet, his lenience and his kindness, is revealed in a story recorded on the authority of ‘Ā’isha. When the auxiliary forces of the Bedouin (\(\text{amdād al-‘arab}\)\(^3a\)) grew in number and the Prophet was (once) mobbed by the gathering crowd, the Muhājirūn enabled him to come out of the crowd and reach the chamber of ‘Ā’isha. He threw off his garment at the door, jumped into the room and started to make invocations against the crowd: “O God, curse them.” ‘Ā’isha said, vexed: “They are doomed” (\(\text{halaka l-qaumu}\)); but the Prophet calmed her by saying that he had made a stipulation to God (\(\text{laqadi shtarātu ‘alā l-lāhī}\)) that if any person was harmed by the Prophet, God should consider it atonement (\(\text{kaffārā}\)) for the person’s sin. God, indeed, granted this request to the Prophet. “I am merely a human being,” argued the Prophet in his conversation with God. “I am grieved by that which grieves a human person, acting hastily like a human being.”\(^4\)

---


\(^3a\) About the \(\text{amdād}\) cf. Abū ‘Awānā, \(\text{Musnad}\), 4, 124: \(\text{anna madadiyyan rāfaqani fi ghazwati mu’ta}\).

\(^4\) Muṣ‘ab b. ‘Abdallāh b. Muṣ‘ab b. Thābit, \(\text{Juz’}\), MS Chester Beatty, 3849, fol. 45b inf.-46a; and see al-Munāwī, \(\text{Fayḍ}\), 2, 567, no. 2569; Ibn Ḥazm, \(\text{al-Iḥkām}\).
The Prophet explicitly admitted that he could err in his judgement, that he could be misled by the eloquence of one of the opponents or mistaken in his advice. This was the case with his recommendation not to graft palm trees, as he merely expressed an opinion, without having sufficient knowledge of the subject and without having received a revelation concerning this matter. That the Prophet could err in a decision is clearly reflected in the tradition in which he is said to have warned the man who tried to exploit an unbalanced verdict issued by him. In the serious case of the Prophet’s suggestion that the Ghaṭafān be granted a third of the

\[\text{fi uṣūlī l-āḥkām, p. 1015: } \text{...innī ttakhadhu 'inda llāhi 'ahdan: ayyumā mr'i'in sabābatuhu au la'antuhu fi ghayri kuhnihī au jalādtuhu ja-j'ahā lahu tahrūtan; and cf. al-Bukhārī, al-Adab al-mufrad, p. 215, no. 613; al-Bayhaqī, al-Sunan al-kubrā, 10, 143.}\]


7 Al-Dhahābī, Kitāb al-kabīr, p. 86: ...man qaḍaytu lahu min mālī ahlihi bi-ghayri ḥaqīqin ja-lā ya’khuḍhahu, ja-innamā waqtī u lahu qī’atan min al-nārī. And see Ibn Ḥāmza al-Ḥusaynī, al-Bayān wa-l-taʾrif, 2, 138, no. 751: ...innī fīmā lam yūḥa ilayya ka-aḥadikum.
date crop of Medina for forsaking their allies, the Quraysh, who had besieged Medina, he was asked by one of his Companions whether he had received a revelation in this matter or whether this offer was his personal opinion. The Prophet admitted that it was his own opinion (ra'y), accepted the advice of his Companions and, having changed his decision, decided to fight the enemy.8

But traditions of this type are scarce. The utterances and sayings of the Prophet were considered as revealed according to a tradition attributed to him, which states that the Qurʾān and some similar revelations were granted to him.9 His orders and utterances were issued at God’s inspiration and decree. The Prophet judged people and their actions not only according to their deeds but also according to their intentions, which he could know by God’s grace. ‘Umar stressed in one of his speeches that, as revelation ceased with the death of the Prophet, he would judge people only according to their deeds.10


9 Al-Khaṭṭāb al-Baghdādī, al-Kifāya fiʿilmī l-nawwāb, p. 8: ...ūṣītu l-kitāba wa-mithlahu maʾahu; and see ibid., p. 12: the angel Jibrīl used to reveal to the Prophet the sunna, as he used to reveal to him the Qurʾān. About the relation between the Qurʾān and the sunna see ibid., pp. 14-16 [and cf. p. 16: ...al-ḥadīthu taṣfīru l-qurʾānī]; and see Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Taqdimat al-maʾrifā, pp. 1-2; al-Suyūṭī, al-Ḥawī li l-fatāwā, 1, 471-72; on the abrogation of some utterances see al-Dāraquṭnī, Sunan, 4, 144-45, nos. 8-11.

10 Al-Muʿāṭṭā b. Zakariyā, al-Jalīl; fol. 144b: ...innamā kunnā naʾrifukum idh kāna rasūlu llāhi (s) bayna aẓhurinā wa-kāna yanzilu ‘alayhi l-wahy, idh yunḥiʿunā lāhu taʾalā min aḥbābikum; alā, fa-qad madā rasūlu llāhi (s) wa-nqaṭaʾa l-wahy, wa-innamā naʾrifukum bi-mā aqūlul lakum: man āzhara minkum khayran zanānna bihi khayran wa-ʾaḥbabnāhu ‘alā dḥālika, wa-man āzhara minkum sharran zanānna bihi sharran wa-abghadnāhu ‘alayhi, asrārakum fimā baynakum wa-bayna llāhi taʾalā;
The order established by the Prophet was considered the ideal one and had to be implemented by his community. Individuals, tribal groups, and delegations used to come to Medina, visit the Prophet, and return to their tribes, spreading the tidings of the new faith and its precepts and talking about the Muslim community and its order. Some of the leaders or groups remained faithful to Islam during the wars of the *ridda* and went out to fight their own people. Islam created a new form of authority and allegiance which was supposed to regulate the life of the community.

Religious minorities were expected to bend to the authority of the community of Medina and accept its conditions. Political and military decisions of the Prophet concerning their affairs were based either on revelation or on his instructions and orders, which were regarded as equal to revelation. Administrative and fiscal actions of the righteous caliphs in relation to other peoples, whatever the strategic, social, or economic factors and motivations might have been, were traced to the *sunna* of the Prophet and based on his utterances.

Such was, for instance, the case with the *jizya* of the Zoroastrians. The problem was whether they should be considered People of the Book, and whether they were to be allowed to pay the *jizya*. Some scholars claimed that they were people of a Book and thus legally

---

11 See, e.g., Abū 'Ubayd, al-*Amwāl*, p. 32, no. 78: ...qāla 'umaru: mā adri mā aṣna 'u bi-l-majūsī wa-laysū ahla kitābin; qāla 'abdu l-rahmānī bnu 'awfīn (r): sami 'la rasūla lāhī (s) yaqūlu: "sunni bihim sunnata ahli l-kitābi"; al-Khaṭīb al-Baghdādi, *Taʾrikh Baghdād*, 10, 88, no. 5207; and see a slightly different version: 'Abd al-Razzāq, al-*Musannaf*, 6, 68, no. 10025; and cf. al-Suyūfī, *al-Durr*, 3, 229; Ibn Qayyim al-Jauziyya, *Aḥkām ahli l-dhimma*, 1, 2 [quoted from al-Shāfi'i]; Ibn Qayyim emphasizes that the Majūs did not belong to the People of the Book].

---

permitted to pay the *jizya*.\textsuperscript{12} There is an important tradition reported on the authority of Mujāhid, stating that the Prophet consented to accept their *jizya* after the verse *lā ikrāha fī l-dīnī* (Sūra II, 256) was revealed.\textsuperscript{13} Abū ‘Ubayd’s opinion presents a harmonizing view: the *jizya* of the People of the Book is based on the Qur’ān, the *jizya* of the Zoroastrians is based on the *sunna* of the Prophet.\textsuperscript{14} There seem to have been some circles who were against accepting *jizya* from the Zoroastrians; this can be gauged from a report recorded in two slightly different versions. According to the account of Muqātil, the Prophet did not accept *jizya* except from the People of the Book. After the conversion of the Arabs, whether willingly or by force, the Prophet accepted the *jizya* from the Majūs of Hajar. Then the hypocrites censured this (decision of the Prophet - K.) and (therefore) the following verse was revealed: “O believer, look after your own souls. He who is astray cannot hurt you, if you are rightly guided” (Sūra V, 106).\textsuperscript{15} The account recorded by al-Wāhīdī on the authority of Ibn al-Kalbī is more detailed: the Prophet wrote to Mundhir b. Sāwā summoning him and the people of Hajar to embrace Islam. The Arabs, Jews, Christians, Sabians, and Majūs (the population of Hajar - K.) were reluctant to embrace Islam, but were willing to pay the *jizya*. Then the Prophet wrote to Mundhir and expressed

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
his consent to accepting the *jizya* from all groups in the population of Hajar except the Arabs; the latter had to embrace Islam or face war.

The Arabs indeed converted, the others were permitted to pay the *jizya*. Then the hypocrites among the Arabs expressed astonishment that the Prophet should accept *jizya* from the unbelievers (verbatim: *al-mushrikūn*, the people who associate other deities with God - K.) of Hajar while he refused to accept it from the unbelievers of the Arabs (scil. of the Arabian peninsula - K.). Then *Sūra* V, 106, was revealed.16 Some of the doubts raised by Muslim orthodox circles as to the permissibility of the practices, rites, beliefs, and rules of the Zoroastrians can be gauged from the letter sent by 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azīz to one of his governors ('Adī b. Arṭāt) asking him to question al-Ḥasan (i.e., al-Ḥasan al-ṣaṣrī - K.) as to why the Zoroastrians were allowed to marry their mothers and sisters. In his reply al-Ḥasan said that the *shirk* (i.e., associating God with other deities) of the Zoroastrians was worse than the sins mentioned; they were, however, allowed to retain that practice (*innāmā khulliyā baynahum wa-baynahu*) because they paid the *jizya*.17 Ibn Ḥazm mentions the Prophet's decision that the *jizya* may be collected from the Zoroastrians as one of the cases in which an utterance of the Prophet was disclosed to some of his Companions, while others were unaware of it; in this case 'Umar had no knowledge of the Prophet's decision.18

The Prophet's decision to expel the Jews and the Christians was not known to Abū Bakr or 'Umar; likewise, the decision of the Prophet to accept *jizya* from the Zoroastrians was unknown to 'Umar. He might even have received his share of the *jizya* of the Zoroastrians of Baḥrayn, which was sent to the Prophet and divided among the believers, but did not know about the injunction issued by the Prophet in their case.19

---

18 Ibn Ḥazm, *al-Iḥkām*, 1, 130, 304.
19 Ibn Ḥazm, *al-Iḥkām*; 1, 180 inf.-181, line 1; and see ibid. other practices of the Prophet of which 'Umar was unaware.
decision of the Prophet as to the jizya of the Zoroastrians by placing it in a broader context: the Prophet was ordered to fight the People of the Book until they embraced Islam or agreed to pay the jizya. This category, however, also included Arabs who had converted to Judaism or Christianity. Thus the Prophet accepted the jizya from the Christian people of Najrān and Ayla, who were Arabs, and from the people of Dūmat al-Jandal, the majority of whom were also Christian Arabs. The Prophet was ordered to fight others. Then God excluded from this (injunction - K.) the Zoroastrians, according to the utterance of the Prophet in which a sunna was established for them without a Qur'ānic revelation in their case. The Prophet permitted the jizya to be taken from the Persian Zoroastrians if they agreed. He determined that the Arab unbelievers, the worshippers of idols, should be fought until they embraced Islam (without the option of paying the jizya; this exclusion was granted out of respect for the Arabs).20

The real reasons for certain political, military, and social decisions by the Prophet may be discerned in some accounts adorned by a layer of miraculous stories. According to a concise report recorded on the authority of al-Zuhrī, the Prophet decided to fight the Banū Naḍīr when they refused to conclude a treaty with him.21 Another report states that the attack of the Prophet on the Banū Naḍīr was caused by their plot with Quraysh and their treacherous attempt to kill the Prophet, who was informed about the plot by a message sent to him by a righteous woman of the Banū Naḍīr through a
man from the Anṣār.\textsuperscript{22} A divergent account recorded by Ibn Hishām states that the Prophet asked the Banū Naḍīr to help him in the payment of bloodwit. Some of the Banū Naḍīr tried to roll a stone onto his head and kill him; the Prophet, however, got a warning from Heaven through the angel Jibrīl; he managed to slip away and decided to attack the Banū Naḍīr. Banū Qurayṣa were a similar case: it was the angel Jibrīl who ordered the Prophet to raid them.\textsuperscript{23}

The expulsion of the Jews from Khaybar was carried out by ʿUmar and was caused by economic factors, as explained in some of the sources: When the Prophet conquered Khaybar he could not find labourers to till the land, and thus left the land in the hands of the Jews on condition that they hand over half of the crops to the Muslim community in Medina. In the time of ʿUmar, when the Muslims got labourers who were able to carry out the agricultural work, he expelled the Jews to Syria and divided the land among the Muslims.\textsuperscript{24} A similar story is told about the expulsion of the Christians from Najrān and from the Arabian peninsula. According to some reports ʿUmar feared them, as he noticed their increasing military strength, and decided to expel them, although they had been assured by the Prophet that they would be allowed to keep the ownership of their lands.\textsuperscript{25} The religious reason for the expulsion, given in the sources, was the injunction of the Prophet that the Jews and the Christians should be expelled from the Arabian

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[22]{\textsuperscript{22} ‘Abd al-Razzāq, \textit{al-Muṣannaf}, 5, 358-61, no. 9733 [the tradition mentioned in note 21 is embedded in this report on p. 360, 1.3]; al-Suyūṭī, \textit{al-Durr}, 6, 189 [from ‘Abd al-Razzāq].}
\footnotetext[23]{See, e.g., al-Balādhūrī, \textit{Futūḥ}, p. 32.}
\end{footnotes}
peninsula. This injunction was uttered shortly before the death of the Prophet and was therefore irreversible; it was not to be changed and was to be implemented accordingly.

The problem faced by the scholars was to establish the extent of the territory of the Arabian peninsula in which the Jews and Christians were forbidden to stay. Their opinions on this subject were

26 See, e.g., al-Daylamī, Firdaus, MS Chester Beatty 3037, fol. 187b: ...lā latrukū fi jazirati l-arabi dinayni; and see the different utterances in Nūr al-Dīn al-Haythamī’s Majma’ al-zawā’id, 5, 325 [...akhrijū yahūda ahli l-hijāzi wa-ahla najrāna min jazirati l-arab...; lā yanzilū fi jazirati l-arabi dināni...; amara an lā nada’a fi l-madiniati dinan ghyara l-islāmi illā ukhrijā...; akhrijā l-yahūda min jazirati l-arab...]; ‘Abd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 6, 53-58, nos. 9985-87, 9992-94 [see the different utterances; and see the utterance of Ibn ‘Abbās: lā yushārikukum l-yahūdu wa-l-naṣārā fi ʾamsārikum, illā an yuslimū, ja-man ʾirādada minhum fa-abā fa-lā yuqbal minhu dūna damihi; and see this utterance ibid., 10, 361, no. 19372; and see these traditions ibid., 10, 358-61, nos. 19362-72; al-Muḥāwīrī, Fīṣṭāl, 5, 251, no. 7190 [lā yabqayanna dināni bi-ardī l-arabi]; Yūsūf b. Mūsā, al-Muʿtasar, 2, 204-05 [see the different versions of the tradition, and see the discussion of the utterance: lā tašluḥu qiblatāni bi-ardīn...]; Abū ‘Awāna, Musnad, 4, 162-65; Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Durar fi khtiṣāri l-maghāzi wa-l-siyar, p. 216; al-Ṭaḥawī, Mushkil, 4, 11-17 [see the different versions, and see especially the assessment of the validity of the utterance akhrijū l-mushrikin... ibid., pp. 16-17]; al-Bukhārī, al-Tarikh al-kabīr, 4, 57, no. 1950 [...akhrijū l-yahūda mina l-hijāz]; Ibn al-Athīr, Jāmi’ al-ʿusūl, 6, 314, no. 3671; al-Suyūṭī al-Durr, 3, 227 inf. [see the different versions]; al-Wazīr al-Maghribī, Adab al-khawāsīṣ [ed. Jāsir], p. 95; al-Muttaqī l-Hindi, Kanz, 4, 235, nos. 1922-24, 322-25, nos. 2407-12; 13, 261-63, nos. 1438-42, 1450-56 [and see the different versions]; 18, 134-35, nos. 427-32; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, 1, 275; Abū ‘Ubayd, al-Amwāl, pp. 497-99, nos. 269-76; Ibn Qayyim, Akhkhām ahli l-dhimma, 1, 176, 178-84; Ibrāhīm b. ‘Alī al-Fayrūzābādī, al-Muhadhdhab fi ʾiqāḥ l-imāmī l-shāfīʾī, 2, 258; Ibn Taṣwīrī, Iqtiṣād al-ṣīrāt, p. 277; ‘Abdallāh b. Abī Zayd al-Qayrawānī, al-Jāmi’, p. 143 [lā yabqayanna dināni fi jazirati l-arab has been misread by the editors]; al-Balādhūrī, Futūḥ, p. 39; E. Sachau, Das Berliner Fragment des Mūsā b. ‘Uqba, Sitzungsberichte der königlich preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Sitzung der philosophisch-historischen Klasse, 11 (1904), 466 [p. 22 of the offprint]: ...wa-kāna (i.e., ‘Umar) yaqūlū: lā yaitamiʿu dināni wa-inmahu ajlā l-yahūda wa-l-naṣārā min jazirati l-arab.]

far from unanimous. Some scholars considered Taymā a locality not belonging to the territory of the Arabs (laysat min bilādi l-'arab). The Wādī l-qurā was also considered such a territory, and therefore the Jews were left there. Ibrahim b. ʿAlī al-Fayruzābādī records the injunction of the Prophet to remove the Jews from the Hijāz and the people of Najrān from the Arabian peninsula (akhrijū l-yahūda mina l-Ḥijāzī wa-ahla najrāna min jazīrati l-ʿarab) and notes that nobody reported that any of the caliphs expelled the ahl al-dhimma from the Yemen, although it is a part of the Arabian peninsula. As to Najrān, it does not form part of the Hijāz. The expulsion of the Jews from Khaybar and the Christians from Najrān could even have been considered a bidʿa, a bad innovation, committed by ʿUmar, as in fact the Jews and the Christians argued that the Prophet had authorized their stay in the Arabian peninsula. The Prophet, however, during his illness enjoined (later - K.) the expulsion of the Jews and the Christians. ʿAbū Bakr could not carry out the injunction because he was busy fighting the people of the ridda and because he had started the wars against the Persians and Byzantines; ʿUmar was also impeded by the war with the Persians and Byzantines. When he became able to carry out the injunction he did so, although it was done after the death of the Prophet, and can be considered an innovation (wa-in kāna muḥdathan baʿdahu). The story of the expulsion and the reason for it is given differently in ʿAbd al-Razzāq's Muṣannaf in a report on the authority of Ibn al-Musayyab: the Prophet gave (dafaʿa) Khaybar to the Jews on condition that they would till the land and hand over half of its produce. This was the situation during the time of the Prophet and of ʿAbū Bakr’s caliphate, and during the first part of the caliphate of ʿUmar. Then ʿUmar was informed that the Prophet had said during the illness from which he died: “Two faiths will not live together in the land of the Arabs — or (according to others ) he said in the land of al-Ḥijāz.” ʿUmar

29 ʿAbdallah b. ʿAbī Zayd al-Qayrawānī, al-jamīʿ p. 144.
30 Ibrahim b. ʿAlī al-Fayruzābādī, al-Muhadhdhab, 2, 258.
31 Ibn Taymiyya, Iḥtiṣāʿ, p. 277 inf.
inquired about that (i.e., the utterance of the Prophet - K.) and found it to be true. He summoned them (i.e., the Jews - K.) and said: “Let those who have a treaty of the Prophet bring it; if not I am going to expel you.” He (i.e., Ibn al-Musayyab - K.) said, “and ‘Umar expelled them.’” A different explanation of the event is provided by Ibn Ḥazm: Abū Bakr did not know (khafiya ‘alayhi) about the injunction of the Prophet to expel the Jews and Christians from the Arabian peninsula. ‘Umar did not know about it until the last stage of his caliphate. When he was apprised of it he ordered them to be expelled and did not leave even one of them (scil. in the Arabian peninsula - K.).

The few examples quoted above reflect the Islamic concept according to which any decision by the ruler, or any action by an official of his, had to follow the deeds and actions of the Prophet and be in accordance with his utterances, commands, prohibitions, and injunctions. A decree or order of a Muslim governor could be considered lawful only if it was based on the practice of the Prophet and, later on, that of the guided caliphs, who in turn acted according to the sunna of the Prophet. Ḥadīth became the touchstone for the legitimacy of the government and its institutions, establishing whether the proceedings and decrees of rulers were lawful. Sometimes the Companions of the Prophet themselves were unaware of the decisions of the Prophet, and were informed of his actions and practices by other Companions. These precedents often touched on the most important problems of the Muslim community.

A peculiar case of the role of hadīth is mirrored in the accounts about the assembly in the hall of the Banū Sāʿīda, the decisive meeting between the Anṣār and some of the Muhājirūn that took place shortly after the death of the Prophet, even before his body was buried. The topic of discussion was the problem of who would receive the heritage of the Prophet, and consequently whether the Muhājirūn or the Anṣār would gain authority. The row between the two parties touched upon an even more essential problem: that of the unity of the community and the future of Islam. It was a heated debate.

32 ‘Abd al-Razzāq, al-Musannaf, 6, 56, no. 9990.
33 Ibn Ḥazm, al-Iḥkām, 1, 180.
The decisive argument that put an end to the strife is said to have been a quotation from the Prophet: “Authority belongs to Quraysh” (i.e., to the Muhājirūn - K.). The Ānṣār had to give up their claim to rule the Muslim community.34 They were taken by surprise when the utterance was quoted; they had forgotten it, and were being reminded of it.35 Another tradition widely circulated was the prediction of the Prophet about the twelve caliphs who would succeed him; in the majority of versions of this ḥadīth the Prophet is said to have asserted in a low voice: all of them will be from Quraysh.36 Widely


36 See Abū ‘Awāna, Musnad, 4, 394-401 [the indication of the tradition, as conceived by Abū ‘Awāna, can be gauged from the title of the chapter: bayān ‘adadi l-khulāṣah’i ba’dā rasūli lāhi (ṣ) laldhīna yunsarūna ‘alā man khālafatum wa-yu’izzu lāhū bihim al-dīna wa-annahum kulluhum min qurayshin, wa-l-dalīl al-lā iṯbālit qua’li l-khawāfīrī]; Ibn Kathīr, Nikāyat al-bidāya, 1, 38; Anon., Nubda min kitābī l-ta’rīkhi, MS, ed. Gryaznewich, fol. 240a [and see the pro-Abbasid comment, ibid.]; Nūr al-Dīn al-Haythamī, Majma’, 5, 190-91; Ibn Kathīr, Shāmā’il, pp. 480-85 [see the assessment of the traditions ibid., pp. 482-85]; Ibn ‘Asākir, Ta’rīkh (tahkīb), 6, 171: lā yaḏurru hādhā l-amra man nūsāhu ḥattā yaqūma ithnā ‘asahara khaliṣafān kulluhum min quraysh; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, 6, 228...inna hādhā l-amra fi qurayshin, lā yunāṣiruhum fihi aḥadūna illā kabbahu llāhu ta’ālā ‘alā wajhihi mā aqāmū l-dīna; al-Suyūṭī, Jam’ al-jawāmī’, 1, 1012:
circulated traditions attributed to the Prophet utterances predicting that Quraysh would govern the Muslim community forever. There seem to have been some grievances and complaints among the tribal groups and attempts at setting up a formal non-Qurashí authority. This is reflected in the story about a man from Bakr b. Wál who threatened that if Quraysh did not cease acting wrongly (la-in lam yantahi qurayshun) “we would transfer the authority (lana'da'anna hadhà l-amra) to [another] people (jumhûr) from among the Arabs.” ‘Amr b. ’Áš replied to this threat by quoting the utterance of the Prophet: “Quraysh will rule the people (quraysh wulatu l-nâsi) for good and bad until the Day of Resurrection.” Some Shít commentators gladly stated that the utterances about the exclusive right of Quraysh to rule the community were true, but that as Quraysh were only the descendants of Quṣayy b. Kilâb, Abû Bakr and ‘Umar were not members of Quraysh and did not deserve to be chosen as caliphs. Some second-century scholars of hadith concluded that the hadith al-a'immatu min quraysh indicated that the mawâli were excluded from the people fit to be appointed as caliphs.

37 See, e.g., Ibn Abî ‘Ásim, Kitâb al-sunna, p. 527, no. 1109: ...al-khilâfa fi quraysh ilâ qiyâmi l-sâ'a; p. 528, no. 1112: ...hâdhâ l-amru fi qurayshin...; p. 530, no. 1118: ...inna hâdhâ l-amra fikum wa-an'tum wulatu...: p. 533, no. 1126: ...lâ yazzlû wâlin min quraysh...: p. 533, no. 1127: ...nâhu wulatu hâdhâ l-amri hattâ nadfâ'ahu ilâ 'sâ bni maryama...; and see p. 642, no. 1547; al-Munawwî, Foyûq, 6, 450, no. 9969: ...lâ yazzlû hâdhâ l-amru fi qurayshin mà baqiya mina l-nâsi ithnâni...; cf. the significant utterance of al-Hârith b. Hishâm al-Makhzûmî on the Day of the Saqîfa [Ibn Ḥajar, al-Iṣâba, 1, 608 sup.].

38 Al-Khallâl, al-Musnad min masâ'il aḥmad, MS fol. 6a; Ibn Abî ‘Ásim, Kitâb al-sunna, p. 527, nos. 1109-10.

39 Al-Ṣâlihî, Subul al-khûdâ wa-l-rashâd = al-Sîra al-Shâmiyya, 1, 333: ...li-anâhu yaqtâdi an yakûnû abî bâkran wa-'umaru layâ min qurayshin, wa-idhâ lam yakûnû min qurayshin fa-imaratuhum mà bâṭilatun.

40 Al-Khallâl, al-Musnad min masâ'il aḥmad, MS, fol. 5b.
The utterances about the exclusive authority of Quraysh were apparently current as early as the first century of the *hijra*, when Qurashi rule was established and needed firm legitimization from the orthodox religious authorities. Many utterances in praise of Quraysh ascribed to the Prophet are recorded in the early collections of *hadith* from the second century of the *hijra*. “The spine of men are Quraysh,” the Prophet is said to have stated. “Can a man walk without a spine?” he added. “People are followers of Quraysh in this affair” (*fi ḥadīḥ l-ša’n*), said the Prophet (“affair” is glossed as “authority”). “Muslims,” continued the Prophet, “are followers of Muslims of Quraysh, unbelievers follow unbelievers of Quraysh.”

A man of Thaqif was killed in the battle of Uhud. The Prophet said: “May God curse him, for he hated Quraysh.” “God will despise the man who despises Quraysh,” the Prophet said. These utterances, quoted from Ma‘mar b. Rāshid’s *Jāmi‘*, reflect the trend of the first-century traditions, which aimed at supporting Qurashi claims to sole authority over the community.

The Umayyads were eager to emphasize the outstanding position of the caliph, his prestige and infallibility. One of the Umayyad caliphs claimed that the sins of the caliphs would not be counted and their faults would not be recorded. God creates the person destined for the caliphate in a special way: He strokes the forelock of that person with His hand, says a tradition.

Obedience and respect for the rulers is incumbent on believers. The Qur’ānic verse IV, 59, “O ye who believe! Obey Allah and obey the messenger and those of you who are in authority...” was interpreted as referring to obedience to God and subsequently to His Book (i.e., the Qur’ān). Obedience to the Prophet was interpreted

---

43 Al-Munāwī, *Fayḍ*, 1, 266, no. 403; 2, 207, no. 1677 [with an additional phrase: fa-lā taq‘ū ‘alayhi ‘aynun illā ḥabbathu]. One of the transmitters of this tradition is the Caliph al-Maṣūr, who traces it back to Ibn ‘Abbās. Al-Ḥākim, who recorded this tradition, points out that the transmitters are noble Hashimites, famous for their noble origin. [And see the assessment of the two traditions by al-Munāwī]; Ibn ‘Arāq, *Tanzih al-shari‘a al-marj‘a‘*, 1, 208, no. 74.; al-Khaṭīb al-Baghdāḍī, *Taʾrīkh*, 10, 147, no. 5295.; Ibn ‘Adiyy, *al-Kāmil fi l-ḍu‘afā‘i‘*, 6, 2362 sup.
as being due to him as long as he was alive; after his death his sunna was to be followed. The crucial issue was obedience to those in authority; Sunni scholars assumed that this verse was referring to obedience to the rulers and the governors appointed by them or to the commanders of the Muslim forces. For Shi'i scholars the evident meaning was that one should follow Shi'i imams.

It is not surprising that traditions enjoining obedience to the ruler were attributed to the Prophet himself at a very early date, perhaps in the first period of the Umayyads. "The ruler is God's shadow on earth and His spear," says an utterance of the Prophet reported on the authority of Anas b. Mâlik. The hadiths forbidding the cursing or reviling of rulers or governors belong to the same type. "God will despise the man who despises God's authority on earth." "He who honours God's authority — God will honour him on the Day of Resurrection." The believer is enjoined to give the ruler good advice and to invoke God to grant him righteousness.

44 See, e.g., al-Suyûtî, al-Durr, 2, 176-178; al-Qurṭubî, Tafsîr, 5, 259-261 [see the interpretation that it refers to the heads of the military expeditions; and see p. 261: the refutation of the Shī‘i explication that it refers to the infallible Shī‘i imams]; al-Baghawi, Ma‘alim al-tanzîl [in margin of al-Khâzîn’s Lubâb al-ta‘wîfî], 1, 459-60; Ibn Kathîr, Tafsîr, 2, 324-26; al-Tha‘labî, Tafsîr [ = al-Kashf wa-l-Bayân], MS Br. Mus. Add. 19, 926, pp. 259-62; al-Ṭabarî, Tafsîr, ed. Shâkir, 8, 495-503, nos. 9851-78; al-‘Aynî, ‘Umdat al-qârî, 26, 220 inf.-221.

45 Al-‘Ayyâshî Tafsîr 1, 246-53, nos. 153-76; Furât, Tafsîr, p. 28; al-Ṭabarî, Majma‘ al-bayân, 5, 138.

46 See, e.g., al-Daylamî, Firdaus, MS Chester Beatty 3037, fol. 92b; al-Sakhâwî, al-Maqâsid al-ḥasanâ, p. 105, no. 207; al-Shaukânî, al-Fawâ‘id al-majmû‘a, p. 210; al-Jarrâhî, Kashfu l-khafâ‘î wa-muzâlî l-ilbâs, 1, 213, no. 645, 456, no. 1487 [see the sources quoted by al-Jarrâhî; and see this tradition: Ibn Zanjawayh, al-Amwâl, fol. 3b; al-Zamakhsharî, Rabî‘ al-abrâr, 4, 213; Ibn Abî Ḥâtim, Ḥilal al-ḥadîth, 2, 409, no. 2735; al-Munâwî, Fayyûd, 4, 144, no. 4820; and cf. ibid., 142, no. 4116; cf. Shaybânî, al-Siyar al-kabîr, 1, 18].

47 Al-Dhahabî, Siyar a‘lâm al-nubalâ‘, 3, 14.

48 Al-Munâwî, Fayyûd, 6, 29, no. 8306; and see ibid., 4, 143, no. 4817.

The concept of authority is expounded in an utterance attributed to Mu'adh b. Jabal: *al-amir*, said Mu'adh, is derived from *amru llâh* (the order of God); therefore he who abuses the amîr (*ta'ana fi l-amîr*) abuses God's order. A tradition on the authority of Abû Hurayra forbids the cursing of rulers, as God put people who cursed their rulers in Hell. "People never stepped forward debasing God's authority on earth without being themselves debased by God before their death," says an early tradition recorded in Ma'mar b. Râshid's *Jâmî*'. The duty to obey the rulers was coupled with the obligation to obey the Prophet and to obey God. According to Abû Hurayra the Prophet said: "He who obeys me obeys God, he who disobeys me disobeys God; he who obeys my amîr obeys me, he who disobeys my amîr disobeys me." An explanation for this utterance phrased in social and political terms is recorded by al-'Aynî: Quraysh and the neighbouring tribes did not understand the idea of authority (...*la-yârifuna l-imâra*) and vigorously resisted the governors; therefore the Prophet enjoined believers to obey the rulers. We find in fact in the early collection of the traditions of Ma'mar b. Râshid a report stating that Abû Bakr and 'Umar used to exact from converts to Islam a binding commitment to obey the man "to whom

---

50 Ibn Zanjawayh, *Al-Amûl*, fol. 3b. Shi'i tradition reported on the authority of 'Abd al-Rahmân b. Ghanm the story of the distress of Mu'adh b. Jabal, the supporter of the Umayyads, on his deathbed, when he regretted his deeds and repeated the phrase "Woe to me, woe to me." He told those present in the room how he had plotted together with Abû Bakr, 'Umar, Abû 'Ubayda, and Sâlim in the year of the *ajjat al-umâd* to prevent 'Alî b. Abi 'Tâlib's becoming successor to the Prophet. In the last minutes of his life he saw the Prophet and 'Alî; they foretold that he would be put in Hell [see al-Majlisi, *Bihâr al-anwâr*, (lit. ed.) 8, 204].

51 Al-Shaukânî, *Al-Fuwâ'id al-majmû'a*, p. 211.


54 Al-'Aynî, *Umdat al-qârî*, 24, 221.
God granted authority” (wa-tasmaʿū wa-tuṭiʿū li-man wallā llāhu l-amra). They fulfillment of the commitment can be assumed if it is noticed that it was included among the fundamental duties of Islam: to believe in Allah without attributing an equal to Him, to say the prayer at the prescribed times, to pay willingly the zakāt, to fast during Ramaḍān, and to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca. It may thus be considered in this formulation the sixth pillar of Islam. The concept of obedience to the ruler as God’s shadow, the necessity to keep the unity of the community and to fight the rebellious insurgents, is prominently reflected in the speech of ‘ʿAbd al-Malik against ‘Abdallah b. al-Zubayr.56

A great many utterances of the Prophet enjoined the believers to carry out their obligations towards the rulers faithfully and persevere even if harmed by unjust and oppressive rulers. A comparison was made between the fate of the Children of Israel and that of the Muslim community. The Children of Israel were ruled by prophets who followed each other in succession, but after Muḥammad’s death there would be no other prophet; he would be followed by caliphs. Believers were enjoined to be faithful to their oath of allegiance; God would judge the rulers for their iniquities.57 The Prophet predicted a succession of wicked rulers and unjust governors and enjoined believers to bear their suffering patiently.58 A widely current tradition forbade revolt against the rulers.59 This injunction to persevere in the face of a ruler’s iniquity is reflected in two stories of pious believers at the very beginnings of Islam: al-Ḥasan al- Başrī was told about the cruel deeds of al-Ḥajjāj and his iniquity, and was asked whether people might go out to fight him. He advised them not to fight al-Ḥajjāj, arguing that if it was a punishment from God, they would

55 ‘ʿAbd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 11, 330, no. 20683.
56 Al-Balāḏūrī, Ansāb al-ashraf; 5, 354 [ed. S.D.F. Goitein].
57 Al-Khallāl, al-Musnad min masāʾil aḥmad, MS fol. 3b; Abū ʿAwāna, Musnad, 4, 457-60.
58 See, e.g., Ibn Abī Jamra, Bahjat al-nufūs, 1, 30; al-Suyūtī, al-Durr, 2, 178.
59 See, e.g., Ibn Zanjawayh, al-Amwāl, fol. 4a; ‘ʿAbd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 11, 344, no. 20715; al-Fasawi, al-Maʿrīja wa-l-taʾrīkh, 2, 762 sup. [ed. al-ʿUmārī]; al-Muttaqī l-Hindī, Kanz, 5, 467, no. 2588-89 [and see no. 2590: ...wa-lā tunāziʿ al-amra ahlahu, wa-in raʿayta annahu laka].
not be able to resist God's punishment with their swords; if they were being put to trial (by God) — they would have to suffer patiently until God judged between them and al-Ḥajjāj. The men who came to consult al-Ḥasan were Bedouins, and they left refusing to accept advice from a non-Arab, an ‘ilj. They joined Ibn al-Ash’ath and were killed in his revolt.60 Similar was the opinion of Ibn ‘Umar about the rule of Yazid b. Mu‘āwiya: if his rule is good we shall be content (raḍīnā); if it is a trial (by God) we shall suffer patiently (ṣabarnā).61

The most laudable feature of the ruler is his equity, ‘adl, and his help for every person suffering and oppressed. Even the wicked ruler may carry out some beneficial activities in the Muslim community. An utterance attributed to the Prophet says that even an unjust leader (al-imām al-jā’ir) is better than unlawful civil strife (fitna); neither of them is good (wa-kullun là khayra fīhī), but one is better than the other.62 “It is necessary to have either a righteous or a libertine ruler” (lā budda li-l-nāsī min amīrin barrin au fājirin) is an utterance transmitted by several prominent personalities. When ‘Ali was asked about the benefits of a libertine amīr, he listed the following: he takes care of the security of the roads, fights the enemy, makes it possible to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca, levies taxes, and metes out justice, and the believer is thus able to worship God in safety.63 That the function of the authorities is conceived of as deterring people from committing wrong deeds is seen in an utterance of the Prophet where it is said that God deters (yaza‘u) through (wordly - K.) authority (sulṭān) more than by the Qur’ān.64 The high position of the ruler and his officials is indicated in an utterance of the Prophet: God has guards in heaven and on earth; God’s guards

60 Ibn Sa’d, Tabaqāt, 7, 163 inf.-164 sup.
61 Ibn Ḥajar, Lisān al-miṣr, 6294, no. 105.
62 Al-Māwardi, Adab al-dunyā wa-l-dīn, p. 137.
in heaven are the angels; His guards on earth are those who get their salaries (arzāq) and guard the people. The virtue of Muslim rulers in guarding the population and in developing the territories over which they ruled was sometimes extended to unbelievers. The Prophet is said to have forbidden cursing the Persians (al-ajam) because they cultivated their country and enabled “God’s servants” to live in it.

Believers were enjoined to take part in the military expeditions initiated by the rulers, even if these were wicked and unjust (a’immat al-jaur). The Prophet stated that jihād is unaffected by the “oppression of the oppressor or the justice of the just” (literally: lā yaḍurarhu jauru jā’ir wa-lā ‘adlu ‘ādil); it has to be continued until the end of the world. More detailed is the definition of the relations between the ruler and his subjects given by al-Qayrawānī: It is forbidden to rise up in revolt against any ruler who gains authority by consent or by force and attains a firm hold (on his subjects - K.), whether he is righteous or libertine, just or iniquitous (jāra au ‘adala). One may join him by fighting the enemy, paying the prescribed taxes to him (if required), or performing the pilgrimage or the Friday prayers and the prayers of the two feasts (al-‘idān) behind him.

In several traditions where obedience is enjoined, some stipulations that limit its scope are added. The rulers and governors tried apparently to omit or to cancel such stipulations. This is reflected in the following report about a conversation between al-Ḥasan al-Ḥārī and al-Ḥajjāj. Al-Ḥasan quoted the utterance of the Prophet as transmitted by Ibn ʿAbbās: “Honour the rulers (salāfīn) and respect them as they are God’s might (ʿizz) and His shadow on earth, if they are just.” Al-Ḥajjāj remarked: “If they are just” was

65 Al-Māwardī, Adab al-dunyā, p. 137.
66 Al-Māwardī, Adab al-dunyā, p. 137.
67 ‘Abd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 5, 279, no. 9610 [when one of the warriors complains that the commanders of the expeditions fight for worldly goods (yuqāṭiltūna ‘alā talabi l-dunyā), Ibn al-ʿAbbās advises him to join the troop of the commander and fight for his own lot in the next world].
68 ‘Abd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 5, 279, no. 9611.
not included in the text of the tradition. But al-Ḥasan responded: “Surely, yes.”

Some anecdotes point to a critical approach as to the authority decreed by God. Abū Musā l-Ashʿarī entered the court of Muʿāwiya when people came to give him the oath of allegiance; he greeted him “O amīr of God.” Muʿāwiya asked him about this (rather curious) form of greeting. Abū Musā answered: “God has appointed you amīr though we disapproved of this, and therefore you are God’s amīr.” “It is indeed true,” said Muʿāwiya.

The payment of the zakāt to the rulers was a contested problem. The question was whether it would not be preferable to give the zakāt to the poor and needy in one’s own family or tribal group and not pay it to the authorities. In one inquiry a man noted that he had reservations about paying it to al-Ḥajjāj because he was spending the money on building palaces (qusūr) and other improper expenditures (wa-yadaʿuhā fi ghayri mawādīʿihā). In almost every case people were told that they should hand it over to the authorities. A very harsh answer was given by Ibn ‘Umar: “Hand it over to them (i.e. the authorities - K.) even if they eat dog meat with this money.”

According to a report recorded by ‘Abd al-Razzāq, Ibn ‘Umar nevertheless advised a man to hand the zakāt money over to the poor, as he had confidence in the man (that he would not denounce him - K.). A similar answer was given by Saʿīd b. Jubayr to a man who inquired on this subject: he advised him to hand it over to the authorities. When, however, the man explained how the governors misused the revenues, he advised him to put it where it was enjoined.

---

70 Al-Zamakhshari, Rabīʿu l-abrār, 4, 213.
71 Ibn Ra’s Ghanama, Manāqil al-durar, MS, fol. 44b penult.-45a; cf. al-Yaʾqūbī, Taʾrikh, 2, 206: ...wa-dakhala ilayhi saʿd b. mālik fa-qāla “al-salāmu ʿalayka ayyuhā l-malik”; fa-gḥāḍiba muʿāwiya fa-qāla “alā qulta al-salāmu alayka yā amīra l-muʿminina”? qāla: dhāka in kunnī ammarnāka. [This report is followed by an enigmatic phrase, innamā anta muntazz; perhaps to be read: muntaziʿ.]
74 ‘Abd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 4, 46, 6928.
74a See on him Ibn Ḥajar, Tahdhib al-tahdhib, 4, 11, no. 14.
to be placed by God (referring, of course, to the poor - K.). "You asked me in front of the people," said Sa‘îd, "and I was not in a position to give you the (proper - K.) information" (fa-lam akun li-ukhbiraka). A peculiar story reflects the socio-political conditions in some districts of the conquered territories of Persia. When Ibn ‘Umar was asked about the zakāt, he advised paying it to the authorities. The man then explained that the governors (al-mortārī) were the dahāqin. Ibn ‘Umar asked who these dahāqin were, and the man said that they were from the unbelievers. Then Ibn ‘Umar told him not to pay the zakāt to them. Few religious scholars gave open advice to pay the zakāt directly to the poor.

The problem of loyalty became acute when the question of paying zakāt in a time of revolt arose. Ibn ‘Umar had to decide in such a situation; he was asked to whom one should pay the zakāt if the tax collectors of ‘Abdallah b. al-Zubayr and those of the Khāriji Najda came to levy the tax. Ibn ‘Umar’s reply was that no matter to whom he paid it, he would carry out his duty. A similar question was asked regarding to whom to pay the zakāt in the period of the wars between the Syrians and their enemies; each of the two parties suffered defeat and enjoyed victory in turn. Ibn ‘Umar’s concise answer was: Pay it to the commanders of the victorious party.

The main aim of the Muslim religious leaders was to keep firmly the unity of the Muslim community (al-jamā‘a). To listen, to obey, to adhere closely to the Muslim community, to perform the hijra, and to participate in holy war were five commandments added by the Prophet to the five commandments uttered by Jesus. Al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, when asked about authority, answered: “What can I say about people who took upon themselves five commandments: to take
care of the Friday prayer, to guard the frontiers against the enemy, to carry out the legal punishments, and to pay the Muslims their revenues” (*fayyām*). The story is rightly attributed to al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī; he used indeed to visit the rulers and aid them. It is not surprising that Muʿāwiyah is credited with the transmission of the utterance attributed to the Prophet: “There will be no dispute (on the Day of Judgement) against a man who hearkens and obeys; there will be no claim in favour of a man who hearkens but disobeys.”

A concise bidding of the Prophet commands believers to keep away from polytheism, to hold fast to obedience in unison until God’s will comes (i.e., until death - K.), and to give good advice to men of authority. Causing a split in the community means renouncing Islam. “The community is mercy, division is pain,” the Prophet said.

The community is always on the right path and never goes astray. Allegiance to the community is always manifested through allegiance to the ruler and his deputies. “He who dies without being bound at his neck by an oath of allegiance to the representative of authority, dies a Jāhili death,” is reported to have been uttered by the Prophet. In another version it is reported: he who dies having no *imām* will die a Jāhili death. It is quite in character that this tradition was transmitted by Muʿāwiyah. Another utterance attributed to the Prophet is quite outspoken about the legitimacy of the ruling caliph and the prohibition of revolt against him. He who goes out against my people (*ummatī*) while they are united, with the intention of splitting them (into factions - K.), kill him whoever

---

81 Al-Thaʿālibī, *al-Latāʿif wa-l-ṣarāʿif*, p. 11.
82 Al-Fasawī, *al-Maʿrīfa wa-l-lārīkh*, MS, fol. 16b.
84 Ibid., 5, 277 [in the following phrase the Prophet forbade the believers to engage in small-talk, or ask (idle) questions, and warned them of squandering their possessions].
85 See I. Goldziher, *Muslim Studies*, 2, 94.
88 Ibid., 5, 218.
The danger of the amīrs who might get the recognition is emphasized in the famous speech on the Day of the Hall attributed to Abū Bakr: the Muslims are not permitted to have two amīrs. If this happens dissension will arise among them as to authority and law, their community will split and they will dispute among themselves. In this situation the sunna will be abandoned, bad innovations will appear (tażharu l-bid‘a), civil war (riots) will erupt (ta‘żumu l-fitna), nobody will then follow the right path.91 Ibn ‘Umar transmitted the utterance of the Prophet saying that violation of the oath of allegiance given to the ruler is treason.92 Revolt against the oppressing rulers is forbidden by the Prophet even in a case where the ruler appropriates to himself the share of the revenues (fay‘) decreed by the law for the believer.93 Abū Mas‘ūd al-Anṣārī prefers being humiliated to revolting and being punished in Hell in the next world.94 On the basis of this injunction, Sa‘īd b. al-Musayyab refused to give the oath of allegiance to two rulers, and quoted the tradition stating that the second claimant must be killed.100

90 ‘Abd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 11, 344, no. 30714; see al-Shaukānī, Nayl, 8, 183, no. 5; al-Dhahabi, Mizān al-i‘tidāl, 2, 128, no. 3142 [idhā būyī’ā li-khalisatayn fa-qitlū l-aḥdatha]; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr 1, 126 [some scholars were, however, of the opinion that the rule of two or more caliphs is permitted if they rule in distant territories; and see the discussion about the status of ‘Alī and Mu‘āwiya as legal rulers]; Ibn Ḥajar, al-Isāba, 4, 199 inf.; al-Bayhaqī, al-Sunan al-kubrā, 8, 144; Ahmad b. Ḥanbal, Musnad [ed. Shākir], 10, 3-4, no. 6501, 6, no. 6502 [and see the comments and references of the editor].

91 Al-Bayhaqī, al-Sunan al-kubrā, 8, 145.

92 Ibn al-‘Arabī, Tafsīr, p. 976; Ibn al-Athīr, Jāmi‘ al-usūl, 4, 461-62, no. 2064; and see Ibn Ra‘s Ghanam, Manāqil al-durar, MS, fol. 72a.

93 Al-Shaukānī, Nayl, 7, 183, no. 7 [transmitted by Abū Dharr; and see the comments of Shaukānī, pp. 185 inf.-186].

94 Nu‘aym b. Ḥammād, Kitāb al-fitān, fol. 36a.

Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā, a student of Mālik b. Anas and an influential and distinguished scholar, quotes Mālik as approving of the oath of allegiance given by ʿAbdallāh b. ʿUmar to ʿAbd al-Mālik b. Marwān, who got his kingdom (mulk) by force. Giving such an oath of allegiance is better than causing a split in the community. The conclusion of this report, as formulated by al- Ṣāḥībī, is that if there is fear that disorder and riots (fitna) will occur if the improper person is deposed and the proper person is appointed, the common interest is to leave the situation as it is. ʿAbdallāh’s oath of allegiance to ʿAbd al-Malik’s son, Yazid, is explained in similar terms. ʿAbdallāh had to swear allegiance because of his religious conviction and conscience and to abide by God’s decree (al-taslim li-amri llāh) in order to avoid civil war (fitna), which would lead to loss of life and property. The idea of total obedience to a ruler, even one not chosen or recommended by the previous ruler, but one who got his authority by force, is formulated in the utterance of the pious Sahl al-Tustarī: the believer has to carry out his obligations as demanded by the ruler; the believer is ordered to refrain from censuring his actions (lā yunkīr fī ’ālāhu), from running away (yajīr) from the ruler, and from revealing secrets (concerning belief) entrusted to him.

There is an injunction to obey the rulers while disregarding their beliefs and behaviour. But the best imāms (i.e., leaders, men of authority - K.) are those who are loved by the community and

102 Al-Ṣāḥībī, al-I’tisām, Cairo, n.d. 2, 128.
103 Ibid., 2, 128 inf.-129; Ibn al-ʿArabī, Tafsīr, p. 976 [the distorted passage al-l’īṭām 2, 129 (n. 2) is to be corrected according to the text in Ibn ʿArabī’s Tafsīr, p. 976].
104 Al-Qurtubī, Tafsīr, 1, 269: ..fa-in taghallaba man lahu aḥliyyatu l-imāmati wa-akhadadhah bi-l-qahri wa-l-ghalabati fa-qad qīla inna dhālika yakānu ʿarāqan rābi’an; wa-qad su’ila Sahl b. ʿAbdallāh al-Tustarī: mā yajibu alaynā li-man ghalaba alā al-bilādīna wa-kuwa imām? qīla: tujībuhu wa-tu’addi ilayhi mā yūjlīlbaha min ḥaqqīhi, wa-lā tunqrī fī ’ālāhu wa-lā tafsirra minhu, wa-idhā t’ītamanaka alā sirrin min amri l-dīni lam tufshihi; qīla Ibn Khwayzīmandād: wa-lau wathaba alā l-amri man yasluḥu lahu min ghayri mashūratīn wa-lā khtyārīn wa-bāya’a’ lahu l-nāsu tammat lahu l-bay’atu; wa-lālāhu a’lam.
who love the community; the imāms pray for the righteousness of the community, and the community reciprocates by praying for the righteousness of the imāms. The wicked imāms are hated and cursed by the community, and they in turn hate and curse the community.\textsuperscript{105} It was this concept of community consensus as to the person of the leader or ruler that brought about the refusal of Muḥammad b. al-Ḥanafīyya to give the oath of allegiance to ‘Abdallah b. al-Zubayr or to ‘Abd al-Malik; he argued that he was ready to swear allegiance.\textsuperscript{106} And it was Ibn al-Ḥanafīyya who said that he would not agree to accept authority if even one person questioned the legitimacy of his rule.\textsuperscript{107} The concept of the consensus and the agreement of the community explains the utterance of ‘Umar according to which a person striving for authority (ilā imrātin) who has not won (community - K.) agreement after consultation (mashwara) should be killed.\textsuperscript{108} It is the interest and welfare of the community that has to be taken into consideration when giving the oath of allegiance: ‘Abdallah b. ‘Umar is said to have delayed his oath of allegiance to Ibn al-Zubayr, who had received recognition from almost all the provinces of the Muslim empire, arguing that Ibn al-Zubayr’s troops were still carrying weapons and might shed the blood of Muslims.\textsuperscript{109}

The possibility of a change in the attitude of the community towards a ruler and a rebel pretender is indicated by an utterance reported on the authority of ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Azīz: If you are ruled by a ruler (imām) acting in accordance with God’s Book and the sunna of the Prophet, then fight on the side of your imām; but

\textsuperscript{105} Al-Shaukānī, Nayl, 7, 182, no. 3; and see the version of the hadith: Ibn Zanjawayh, al-Amwāl, fol. 4a inf.; and see the tradition saying that God will not accept the prayer of the imām disliked by the community: al-Munāwī, Fayḍ, 3, 328, no. 3536, 232, no. 3517; and see the different versions: Abu ‘Awāna, Musnād, 4, 482-86; and cf. Nu‘aym b. Ḥammād, al-Fītān, fol. 36a.

\textsuperscript{106} See, e.g., Ibn Sa‘d, Ṭabaqāt, 5, 100 inf., 101, 108.

\textsuperscript{107} ‘Abdallah b. al-Mubārak, Musnād, al-juz’ al-thānī, al-Ẓāhirīyya, Majmū’a 18, fol. 122a [...la‘u anna l-nāsa bāya‘āni ɪllā rajulun (!) lam yusaddad sulţāni ɪllā bihi mā qabīltuhu]; and see Ibn Sa‘d, Ṭabaqāt, 5, 108.

\textsuperscript{108} Ahmad b. Ḥanbal, Kitāb al-‘īlāt wa-ma‘rifatī l-rijāl, ed. Talat Köçyiğer and Ismail Cerrahoğlu, Ankara 1963, 1, 246, no. 1576.

\textsuperscript{109} Nu‘aym b. Ḥammād, al-Fītān, fol. 39a inf.
if you are ruled by a ruler acting otherwise than in accordance with God’s Book and the sunna of God’s Messenger, and a rebel pretender comes forth against him (kharaja ‘alayhi khārijyyun), summoning people to God’s Book and the sunna of God’s Messenger — then (retreat - K.) and sit in your dwelling. Another case of a choice of ruler by the community is recorded in some early sources: People attending the council at the court of Umm Salama (the wife of the Prophet - K.) were asked what they would do if two pretenders (dā‘iyāni) appeared among them, one summoning them to accept the authority of God and the other of God’s Book: To which of the two would they respond? They answered that they would respond to the one summoning them to accept God’s Book. Umm Salama rejected their view and advised them to respond to the one who calls them to God’s authority, as God’s Book is closely tied with God’s authority. It is noteworthy that the rebels usually called for the implementation of the commandments of God’s Book and the Messenger’s sunna.

Another hypothetical case of a revolt is recorded in Qurṭubī’s Tafsir. If the rebellion is against a ruler known for his justice, people should go out to fight the rebel. If the ruler is a libertine (fāsiq) and the rebel manifests righteousness, people should not hasten to aid the rebel until it is ascertained that he is just or that there is a consensus to depose the ruling imām. This is the correct course of action, because a rebel who tries to attain his goal usually makes a show of righteousness, but when he establishes himself as a ruler he acts against what he professed before.

The believer should give the oath of allegiance with a sincere intention. God will not look at a man or speak to him if he has given the oath of allegiance in order to gain worldly benefits; if the imām grants him some benefits he remains faithful, if not he does not keep to his oath (lam yafi), says a tradition of the Prophet.

110 Nu‘aym b. Ḥammād, al-Fitan, fol. 43a inf.
111 Ibn Ḥajar al-Ḥayṭāmī, Fi ḥadīth al-‘aḏl, fol. 85a; Ibn Zanjawayh, al-Amwāl, fol. 3b [the report is traced back to ‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. Ḥujayr]; Ibn Abī Ḥātim, ‘Ilal al-ḥadīth, 2, 424, no. 2781.
112 Al-Qurṭubī, Tafsir, 1, 273.
113 Al-Kattānī, Ḥujj, MS Chester Beatty 4483, fol. 6a inf.; al-Munāwī, Fayḍ, 3, 330, no. 3540; Ibn Abī Jamra, Bahjat al-nufūs, 1, 32.
The believer should also carefully assess the religious and moral aims of the contesting claimants. When al-Ahnaf swore allegiance to 'Ali he was criticized by Abū Bakra, who stated that "the people" (al-qaum) were fighting for a this-worldly cause (al-dunyā) and that they took hold of worldly goods without the consent of the community. When asked about the "Mother of the believers," 'Ā'isha, and her role in the conflict (i.e., between Ṭalḥa and al-Zubayr and later on 'Ali - K.) Abū Bakra characterized her as a "weak woman" and quoted the utterance of the Prophet that a people ruled by a woman will not be successful in its undertakings. An utterance attributed to the Prophet says that the worst man killed in this world is the one killed (in the battlefield - K.) between two kings striving for (the goods of - K.) this world. Abū Barza al-Aslamī applied the same terms in his assessment of the wars between the pretenders to the caliphate. Both of them (Marwān in Syria and Ibn al-Zubayr in Mecca) fought merely for [the goods of] this world (al-dunyā). Those called al-qurrā also fought for the gains of this world. Asked by his son what his injunction was in this situation, he said that one should join those who cleave "empty bellied [and devoid] of every possession" to the ground, not having on their backs (the sin of shedding - K.) any blood.

As both parties involved in fighting were characterized as fighting for the cause of this world, the only solution was to stay away from both. The Companion Ḥudhayfa b. al-Yamān warned the people of the two parties struggling to achieve the benefits of this world: They both would be driven to Hell.

---

114 Nu'aym b. Ḥammād, al-Fitan, fol. 43b sup.
115 'Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, Kitāb al-wara', MS Madrid 5146b, fol. 18b: ...sharru qatālin qutila fi l-dunyā man qutila bayna malikayni yuridānī l-dunyā; and see a similar tradition: al-Munāwī, Fayḍ, 4, 160, no. 4880: sharru qatālin bayna l-ṣaffāyni aḥadhumā yafātubu l-mulka.
116 See on him, e.g., Ibn Ḥajar, Tahdhib al-tahdhib, 10, 446, no. 815.
118 Nu'aym b. Ḥammād, al-Fitan, fol. 33b.
matter whom he joined in fighting, he would be sent to Hell.\textsuperscript{119} In a harsh utterance Ibn 'Umar gave his assurance that al-Ḥajjāj, Ibn al-Zubayr, and the Khārīji Najda would fall into Hell like flies falling into soup. He nevertheless hastened to prayer when he heard the \textit{mu'adhdhin} (scil. of one of the fighting parties - K.) call for prayer.\textsuperscript{120} Many traditions enjoin staying away from both rulers and insurgents.\textsuperscript{121}

The usual call of the insurgents was the appeal for the revival of the \textit{sunna} of the Prophet. A well-known case is the message of Ibn al-Zubayr and the impressive reply of his mother: When Ibn al-Zubayr informed his mother that his adherents had deserted him while the Syrians offered him safety (\textit{aman}), she told him: If you went out fighting for the revival of God's Book and the Prophet's \textit{sunna} then die for your true faith, but if you went out for the cause of this world, then there is nothing good in you, no matter whether you are alive or dead.\textsuperscript{122} The Umayyad officials and commanders believed in their mission. Muslim b. 'Uqba considered his deed in Medina the most virtuous one: he kept allegiance to the legal caliph, defeated his enemies, and killed many of them. In his prayer before his death Muslim emphasizes that he “did not draw his hand away” from allegiance to the caliph, and there is no deed more righteous that could help him draw nearer to God than his action in Medina. “Therefore grant me Thy mercy,” concluded Muslim his prayer.\textsuperscript{123} The case of the battle of the Ḥarra became

\textsuperscript{121} See, e.g., Nu‘aym b. Ḥammād, \textit{al-Fitan}, fols. 35a-48b.
\textsuperscript{122} See, e.g., Nu‘aym b. Ḥammād, \textit{al-Fitan}, fol. 43b.
the shibboleth of the religious-political legitimacy of the Umayyad rulers during the interregnum after the death of Yazid. The Kalbite leader Hassan b. Malik addressed the people of the district of Jordan, asking them: “What do you attest about the Medinan warriors killed in the battle of the Ḥarra and about Ibn al-Zubayr?” “We attest,” they answered, “that Ibn al-Zubayr was a hypocrite and that the Medinan warriors killed in the battle of the Ḥarra are in Hell.” Then he asked: “What do you attest about Yazid b. Muʿawiya and your warriors killed in the battle of the Ḥarra?” “We attest,” they said, “that Yazid was a believer and that our warriors killed in the battle of the Ḥarra are in Paradise.”124 It was only on this ideological basis that the troops of the Jordan district were willing to accept the leadership of Hassan. This testimony is, of course, a religious-political ideological credo given in a standard pattern in the case of pacts concluded after battles. It is exactly the formula of the terms accepted by ‘Alqama b. ‘Ulatha included in the pact known as the “shameful peace,” silm mukhziyya, “you will attest that the fallen from our troops are in Paradise, and that yours are in Hell.”125 Yazid himself fostered some well-based hopes to attain Paradise through his appointment as successor by his father, Muʿawiya. Yazid explained to his father that this appointment freed him (Yazid) from Hell, quoting the utterance of the Prophet that he who takes it upon himself to rule the Muslim community (al-ummā) for three days, God will free him from Hell.126 Further, Yazid had been promised Paradise on the basis of the utterance of the Prophet that God would forgive the sins of the first army to go forth to raid the city of the Byzantine ruler (qayṣar). Yazid, in fact, led the expedition against Constantinople in 49 H, and it is obvious that the utterance of the Prophet referred to him.127 Yazid’s fight against ‘Abdallah b. al-Zubayr was justified in pro-Umayyad religious circles by the utterance attributed to the Prophet in which he foretold that a leader of Quraysh named ‘Abdallah would go astray

125 Al-Bayhaqī, al-Sunan al-kubrā, 8, 178, 183 ult.-184, 1.1; and see about silm mukhziyya al-Muttaqī l-Hindi, Kanz al-ummāl, 5, 386, no. 2380.
126 Ibn Kathīr, al-Bidāya, 8, 227.
127 Ibid., 127, 229.
in Mecca; he would assume half of the sins of the people.\(^{128}\) The arguments that justified the killing of 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr were clearly defined by al-Ḥajjāj: he tried to grasp the caliphate from its legal authority (nāza‘a l-khilāfata ahlahā),\(^{129}\) and he threw off the yoke of obedience to God and went astray in the Ḥaram of God. Al-Ḥusayn was killed on the order of 'Ubaydullah b. Ziyād b. Abihi, and Yazīd disapproved of the killing and severely reproached Ziyād for his wicked deed. Those who killed him, rough people, jahala, misinterpreted the utterance of the Prophet that he who goes forth to split the unity of the believers may be killed.\(^{130}\) They considered him a khāriji rebel who went forth against the legal ruler.\(^{131}\) Later sources clearly echo the Umayyad arguments that justify the military expedition of Yazīd against Medina, blaming him however for the permission given Muslim b. 'Uqba to loot Medina, kill the people of the city, and rape the women.\(^{132}\) Yazīd's fate in the hereafter is described in the dream of a judge in al-BAhrayn: Yazīd denied that he killed al-Ḥusayn and told the judge that God forgave him his sins and introduced him into Paradise.\(^{133}\)

The anti-Umayyad opposition used the same weapon of ḥadīth to discredit Yazīd. "The affairs of my community will be managed justly until subverted by a man of the Banū Umayya named Yazīd," the Prophet is said to have predicted. "The first to change my sunna will be a man from the Banu Umayya named Yazīd," the Prophet said.\(^{134}\) Some of the orthodox scholars held a grudge against the Umayyads and used to curse them in every prayer.\(^{135}\) Shi‘ī partisans,

---

130 Ibn Kathīr, *al-Bidāya*, 8, 202-03, 222, 236.
133 Ibid., 8, 236.
of course, did not lag behind. Ibn al-Jauzī compiled a special treatise about the permissibility of cursing Yazīd b. Muʿāwiya.136 These pious circles disseminated traditions attributed to the Prophet, or to his Companions, in which Yazīd was blamed for the massacre; furthermore, the warriors killed at the battle of the Ḥarra were described as martyrs. The Prophet is said to have predicted that the best people of the generation following his Companions would be killed in this battle.137 A corroborative tradition states in fact that eighty Companions were killed in this battle of the Ḥarra, and that no Companion who fought with the Prophet in the battle of Badr remained alive.138 ‘Abdallāh b. Salām, the Jewish convert to Islam, known for his ability to predict events, stated that he read in a book of the Jews which was not altered that in the Ḥarra a massacre would take place of people who stood up on the Day of Resurrection, putting their swords on their shoulders in the presence of God, and saying: “We were killed for Thy sake.”139 The leader of the revolt in Medina, the son of a devoted Companion, was seen in a dream and said that God granted him Paradise. His followers are still under the unfurled flag under which they fought.140 A lesser position was granted those killed in this battle in a dream of Muḥammad b. Sirīn. In the dream he saw one of the fallen and asked him whether he and his Companions were martyrs. “No,” answered the man. “People of prayer are not martyrs (shuhādā’); they are merely volunteers” (nudabā’).141

The real dilemma that faced the believer during the turbulent period of revolts and rebellions in the middle of the first century was to assess properly the claims of the rebels and to evaluate the religious-political base of the rulers. Rebels in general used

136 See al-Safārīnī, Ghidhāʿu l-albāb, 1, 100-102; Sīḥ Ibn al-Jauzī, Tadhkirat al-kha-wāṣṣ, pp. 287-92 (the title of the treatise compiled by his grandson is given as follows: al-Radd ‘alā l-muṭa’aṣṣīb al-ʿanīd al-mānī min dhammi yazīd).
137 Abū l-ʿArab, al-Mīḥān, fol. 57b; al-Ṭabarṣī, ʿlām al-warā, p. 45; Ps. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imāma wa-l-siyāṣa, 1, 180.
138 Abū l-ʿArab, al-Mīḥān, fol. 57b; Ps. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imāma, 1, 181; cf. al-Ṭabarṣī, ʿlām, p. 45 (only three Companions were killed in the battle).
139 Abū l-ʿArab, al-Mīḥān, fol. 57b; Ps. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imāma, 1, 180.
140 Abū l-ʿArab, al-Mīḥān, fol. 57b; Ps. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imāma, 1, 180.
141 Ibn Raʾs Ghanāma, Manāqīl, fol. 80b.
the accepted arguments: rebelling in order to remove the yoke of oppressive rulers, acting according to the precepts of the Qurʾān, and reviving the violated sunna of the Prophet. The scholar, the learned man who attained his knowledge from the pious tābiʿūn, the generation following the Companions of the Prophet, became the competent person who could give the just decision as to who was the person fit for authority. The verse of the Qurʾān enjoining obedience to “those of you who are in authority” was interpreted by some scholars as applying to the pious men, the scholars of jurisprudence, the transmitters of the prophetic tradition, and to the people of faith and virtue who teach the believers the principles of their faith.142

The prevailing trend among pious orthodox circles not dependent on rulers and governors was to stay away from the rulers and to observe strictly non-cooperation with them.143 Their conviction was that the authorities were deteriorating and were not acting according to the precepts of the Qurʾān and the sunna. This attitude was reflected in an utterance attributed to the Prophet: “Qurʾān and authority will in future part;”144 if this happens stick to the Qurʾān and do not abandon the Qurʾān. Any relationship with the unjust ruler has to be cut off. Sufyān al-Thaurī advised his followers not to agree to any of the rulers’ requests whatsoever, even if the subject related to matters of the next world (al·iikhira). “If they summon you to recite a chapter of the Qurʾān do not recite it.” A slightly different version recorded by Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal is noteworthy: “Do not be one of the Qurʾān readers of the kings, do not be the man of jurisprudence in the market. How disgusting is reading of the Qurʾān not linked with abstinence (zuhd). If the kings summon you to read qul huwa ahad do not do it.”145 He who provides cotton for the inkstand of the rulers or cuts a pen for them becomes their accomplice (responsible - K.) for all blood (shed) in the East or in

142 Ibn Saʿd, Ṭabaqāt, 5, 298; al-Thaʿlabī, Taʾfṣir, MS p. 260.
143 ʿAbd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, Kitāb al-waraʾ, MS fol. 17a.
145 Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal, Kitāb al-waraʾ, p. 59; Abū Nuʿaym, Ḥilya, 6, 251.
the West,” said Sufyān. He refused to hold contacts with the rulers and declined to shake the hand of a man who attended the council (majlis) of the ruler. In a letter to one of the ascetics Sufyān warns him of any contact with the rulers. He has to be alert not to be deceived by the argument that he could intercede for the oppressed; it is really a deceit of Satan. The wicked Qur’ān readers used it as a ladder (to gain their ends - K.). It was the hypocritical Qur’ān readers, serving the rulers, against whom Sufyān directed his sharp words of criticism. “If you see a Qur’ān reader sheltering himself inside the gates of the ruler, know that he is a brigand (liṣḥ); if he shelters himself under the doors of the rich, then know that he is a hypocrite.”

A vivid picture of such a group of Qur’ān readers looking for favours from the governor is recorded by al-Zajjājī. Al-Ḥasan al-BAṣrī passed by a group of Qurra’ at the gate of ‘Umar b. Hubayra, the governor appointed by ‘Abd al-Malik, and said: “Why do you sit here with trimmed moustaches, shaved heads, sleeves cut short, and broadened shoes (muflāḥa)? By God,” said al-Ḥasan, “had you considered kings’ possessions to be of little value they would have longed for what you possess; but you longed for what they have, and therefore they belittled what you have. You brought shame upon the (true - K.) Qurra’, may God bring shame upon you.”

Sufyān was outspoken about any contacts with the rulers. “Dealing with Jews and Christians is more attractive to me (aḥabbu ilayya) than dealing with these leaders (umara’).” To look into the

146 Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal, al-Wara’, p. 57.
149 Abū Nu‘aym, Hilya, 6, 376.
face of an oppressor is a sin. One has to look disapprovingly at the leaders (a'imma) who lead people astray, for in this case the good deeds of the man may be forfeited. To accept gifts from these rulers means to approve of the forbidden actions (maḥārim), to smile at them is a sign of acceptance of their deeds, to continue to look on them will cause mortification of the heart. Had he been given two possibilities, to look on them or to choose blindness, he would have chosen blindness." In Hell there is a canyon singled out for the Qur'ān readers who visited the kings and leaders, said Sufyān. When asked about giving water to an oppressive ruler suffering from thirst in the desert, Sufyān forbade giving him a drink of water. "Then will he not die?" asked the listeners. "Then let him die," said Sufyān. "It is better for him and for the Muslims as well." Similar views were expressed by other pious scholars. Ideas of this kind were attributed to some Companions or were alleged to have been uttered by the Prophet. The Prophet is said to have stated: "He who aids an oppressive ruler even by a stroke of the pen, he will stand up in the presence of God and God will order that he be led to Hell." "He who prays for the oppressor, asking God to let him live, disobeys God on His earth." In an exhortation given by the Prophet to Ka'b b. 'Ujra he predicted the rule of the wicked amirs and stressed that there would be no connection whatsoever between him and people who attended their councils, affirmed their lies, and helped them in their bad deeds; they would not reach the cistern (ḥaud) of the Prophet. Reminiscent of the

154 Ibid., p. 60.
155 Ibid., p. 58.
156 Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jāmi' bayān al 'ilm, 1, 165; Ibn Ḥibbān, al-Majrūḥin, 1, 185-86.
158 'Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, al-Wara', fol. 16b, inf.; cf. other versions: al-Munāwī, Fayḍ, 6, 72, nos. 8472-74.
159 Al-risāla fi l-radd, fol. 107b.
160 'Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, al-Wara', fol. 16b. (and see fol. 17a: ... man i'tazalahu māsalima, wa-man waq'a ma'ahum fi dunyāhum fa-huwa minhum); al-Ṭabarānī, al-Mu'jam al-ṣaghīr, 1, 154, 224-25; al-Mundhirī, al-Taghrīb wa-l-taḥrif, 4, 242-44, nos. 3256-59.
saying of Sufyān al-Thaurī is an utterance of the Prophet predicting that on the Day of Judgement the oppressors and their helpers would be summoned, among them even those who provide cotton for their inkstand or cut their pen; they would be put in a wooden case and thrown into Hell.\(^{161}\) It is not surprising to find in the utterances attributed to the Prophet warnings directed to the readers of the Qur’ān and Muslim scholars not to visit the rulers and governors in order to gain profits from them.\(^{162}\)

One finds very similar sayings attributed to early scholars of ḥadīth.\(^{163}\) Sayings transmitted by Companions did not differ much in content. Ibn ‘Abbās foretold the deterioration of the religious scholars. Readers of the Qur’ān and scholars of Muslim jurisprudence would be misled by Satan, who would induce them to visit the rulers and gain favours and profits, promising them that they would remain firm in their belief. “Alas, this will not happen,” said Ibn ‘Abbās. The thorny tree will merely give growth to thorns; the scholars who come to the rulers will only gain sins.\(^{164}\) Mu‘ādh b. Jabal foretold the appearance of amīrs who would lie, wicked wazīrs, oppressive chiefs (‘urafā‘), and sinful Qur’ān readers; nothing would deter them. They would wear the garments of the monks, while their hearts would stink more (antan) than corpses.\(^{165}\) Ibn Mas‘ūd enjoins not accepting the offices of tax collector, chief (‘arif), police guard, or postal official (barīd).\(^{166}\) It was Ibn Mas‘ūd who stated that the scholar who entered into the presence of the rulers, praising them for virtues that they lacked, would forfeit his faith.\(^{167}\) And it was Ibn Mas‘ūd

\(^{161}\) Ahmad b. Ḥanbal, al-Wara‘, p. 57.
\(^{162}\) Abū Nu‘aym, Akhbār Iṣfahān, 1, 179: man qara‘a l-qur’āna wa-tafaqqaha fi l-dīni, thumma atā sāḥiba sulṭānin ṯa’ma’an li-mā fi yadayhi ṣab‘a ilāhu ‘alā qalbihi.
\(^{164}\) ‘Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, al-Wara‘, fol. 17b; al-Mundhiri, al-Targhib, 4, 244, no. 3260.
\(^{165}\) Ahmad b. Ḥanbal, al-Wara‘, pp. 57 ult.-58.
\(^{166}\) ‘Abd al-Razzāq, al-Muṣannaf, 2, 383, no. 3789; cf. al-Ṭabarānī, al-Mu‘jam al-sa-ghir, 1, 204.
\(^{167}\) ‘Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, al-Wara‘, fol. 17b, l.1; cf. Ibn Sa‘d, Ṭabaqāt, 6, 30, 89, 97.
who advised people to stay in their abode, eat their bread, drink water from their water skins, and detach themselves from the Umayyads in order to keep their faith intact if they were niggardly and refrained from granting them their gold and silver. The pious Yūsuf b. Asbāṭ stated that he who drank the water of the rulers would lose his heart. He would prefer, he said, to have his hands and legs cut off and be crucified rather than accept the money of the rulers. “Blessed are you if you are not an amīr, or a chief ‘arif, or a secretary (kātib) or a police guard or a tax-collector,” said an unknown person during a funeral attended by ‘Umar. ‘Umar thought that the unknown man was al-Khidr.

Every year a door of Hell will be opened for the chief (‘arif), said a tradition on the authority of Abū Hurayra. And the Prophet indeed stated, in another utterance, that the chiefs would be in Hell. “Woe to the trustees (umānā’), woe to the chiefs (‘uraḍā’),” said Abū Hurayra, depicting their fate on the Day of Judgement; he quoted the utterance of the Prophet saying that people of authority would be fettered on that day and would be freed by God’s decree only if they acted justly.

Non-cooperation found expression especially in refusal to accept government pay, the ‘atā’. An utterance ascribed to the Prophet mirrors the changes in the Muslim community and the change in the perception of the payment of ‘atā’: it was in the beginning a payment for conquering troops and later became a payment for the Arab population. “Take the pay (‘atā’) as long as the (‘atā’) is alā; do not take it when it becomes bribery afflicting your religious conviction” (rishwa alā dinikum). This utterance about ‘atā’ is
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170 ‘Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, al-Wara‘, fol. 17b inf.
171 Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal, al-Wara‘, p. 57.
173 Ibid., fol. 245b.
174 ‘Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, al-Wara‘, fol. 18b.
175 Ibid., and see another version: al-Munāwī, Fayḍ, 3, 435, no. 3893.
followed by other utterances of the Prophet: people will not cease to take their pay because of need, poverty, and fear; there will be amirs who will not show mercy when asked for mercy; they will not uphold the rights of the people when required, and will not act justly when this is demanded, until the community is split and they are not (able to - K.) bear the (burden of the) people in any matter (ḥattā lā yahmilūnakum fi shay’in). Another version links the utterance about the ‘aṭā’, the wicked amirs, and the authority in contradistinction to the Qur’ān. “The millstone of Islam (raḥā l-islām),” says the Prophet, “will revolve; therefore move with the Book (i.e., Qur’ān) as the Book turns. Alas, the Book and the Authority, sultān, will part; therefore do not leave the Book. Alas, you will be ruled by amirs who will decree for themselves what they will not decree for you; if you obey them they will lead you astray, if you disobey them they will kill you.” People asked: “How have we to act?” The Prophet answered: “Do as the companions of Jesus did: they were sawn by saws, they were borne on wood (i.e., tree trunks; they were crucified - K.). Death in obedience to God is better than life in disobedience to Him.” The gloomy predictions about unjust and oppressive rulers, and forebodings about wicked Qur’ān readers looking for favours at the doors of the governors, strengthened the tendency of the pious scholars to detach themselves from the rulers and their officials.

There were, however, a few scholars who cherished some hopes of influence through edification and persuasion through visits to the courts of the rulers. They frequented the palaces of the governors and exhorted them, summoning them to repent and to act justly and equitably. Sufyān al-Thaurī never reviled people of authority and even invoked the righteousness of the rulers; he nevertheless used to mention their defects and vices. Ḥudhayfa assumed that the call for

177 Abū Nu‘aym, Ḥilya, 5, 165-66; ‘Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb, al-Wara’, fol. 16a; cf. al-Ṭabarānī, al-Mu‘jam al-ṣaghīr, 1, 264; see another version: al-Suyūṭī, al-Durr 2, 300 penult.-301 sup.: ...yūshiku l-sultānū wa-l-qur’ānu an yaqaṭtalā wa-yatafarraqā...
178 See, e.g., Āḥmad b. Ḥanbal, Musnad, 1, 17 no. 16.
179 Ibn Ābī Ḥātim, Taqdimat al-ma‘rifa, p. 97.
justice and the disapproval of wicked actions were laudable deeds. He further added that it is not permissible according to the *sunna* to draw weapons against the ruler.\textsuperscript{180} The Prophet enjoined obeying the rulers as long as they carried out their obligations in connection with prayer and its prescribed times.\textsuperscript{181} The current tradition enjoined the believers to pray behind the caliph or behind his deputy, which served in fact as recognition of his religious authority.\textsuperscript{182} Ibn ‘Umar assumed that Ibn al-Zubayr, Najda, and al-Ḥajjāj would fall into Hell like flies, but he hurried to pray behind them when he heard the call of the *mu‘adhdhin*.\textsuperscript{183} Al-Ḥasan and al-Ḥusayn prayed behind Marwān, although they used to revile him.\textsuperscript{184} If the ruler delayed the prayers, or if he was heedless in his performance of prayer, the believer was advised to pray at home, then to join the prayer of the congregation led by the ruler or his deputy in the mosque.\textsuperscript{185} The absence of the believer from common prayer led by the caliph or his deputy was a sign of denial of the ruler’s authority. Such was the case with the Kūfans, who refrained from praying behind the appointed governor, al-Nu‘mān b. Bashīr, did not join him during the prayers of the feasts, and wrote to al-Ḥusayn to come to them as their *imām*.\textsuperscript{186}

Another obligation incumbent on believers was the *jihād* under the banner of their *amirs*, regardless of whether they were just or wicked. This view was defined by Ibn ‘Abbās when he was asked whether it is permitted to fight under the the flag of commanders who go out to war aiming to attain worldly goods. His answer was:

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[181] Nur al-Dīn al-Haythamī, *Majma‘*, 5, 218, l.4 (and see ibid., pp. 221, 224).
\item[186] Ps. Ibn Qutayba, *al-Imāma*, 1, 185: ...wa-lasnā najlami‘u ma‘ahu fi jum‘atīn wa-lā nakhruju ma‘ahu ilā ‘idin...
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Then fight with them for your lot in the next world. Another case in which *jihād* is enjoined is the case of civil wars, *fitan*. The best men in such circumstances are either people who join the forces marching out to *jihād*, or men who stay in the desert, living on the milk of sheep. The tendency of the tradition is to stress the merits of people who, disregarding their attitude towards the authorities, join, in the troubled times of riots and disarray, the ranks of the forces of the community marching out to fight the enemy. Others living in the desert regions are advised to stay in their abodes and continue their ordinary daily lives. Jihād was in fact a solution chosen by many ascetics. A true representative of this trend was ‘Abdallah b. al-Mubārak, who took part in many *jihād* expeditions. He stresses in his verses the need of the community for a firmly established authority:

> God repels misfortune through the men of authority / from our faith out of His will and mercy. Were it not for the *imāms* — roads would not be secure for us / and the weak among us would have been prey for the strong.  

Hārūn al-Rashīd remarked rightly that these verses affirm the obligations of the believers towards the caliph.

Ibn al-Mubārak further points out his loyalty to all the rightly guided caliphs and some other Companions of the Prophet (Abū Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthmān, ‘Alī, al-Zubayr, Ṭalḥa), stresses the superiority of *jihād* to devotional practices of the ascetics, and states that the most virtuous deed is to guard believers in the far places of their abode. Confirmation of the ideals and beliefs of Ibn Mubārak is as usual given in a dream: Fudayl b. ‘Iyāḍ saw him in his dream. He informed him that the best deeds in his life were *jihād* and *ribāṭ*. God forgave his sins and he was addressed by a *ḥūrī* woman.

---
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opinions of the various groups of the pious as to authority were not unanimous: some of them considered it lawful (ḥalāl) to accept gifts from the rulers; others considered it unlawful; a third group considered it doubtful and put it in the category of shubha. Ibn 'Umar, Salama b. al-Akwa', Anas b. Mālik, al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, al-Sha‘bī, Ibrāhīm al-Nakha‘ī, and 'Aṭā are counted by al-Muḥāsibī as people who used to visit the rulers and accept their gifts. Al-Muḥāsibī makes the following observations about the reasons given for refusing or accepting gifts from the rulers. Some argued that the revenues of the rulers are partly gained through iniquity and oppression. To this group belonged Sa‘īd b. al-Musayyab, Tāwūs, Muḥammad b. Sīrīn, Ayyūb (al-Sakhtiyānī), Ibn 'Aun, Yūnus b. 'Ubayd, and Masrūq. The very pious who refused to accept gifts from the rulers argued that the revenues of the rulers are partly gained through iniquity and oppression. To this group belonged Sa‘īd b. al-Musayyab, Tāwūs, Muḥammad b. Sīrīn, Ayyūb (al-Sakhtiyānī), Ibn 'Aun, Yūnus b. 'Ubayd, and Masrūq. These arguments are not always convincing. They are based on the assumption that the revenue is itself considered haram, and therefore the gifts are haram. Al-Muḥāsibī tries to refute these arguments and maintains that one cannot consider all the revenues haram merely because some of them may be unlawful. This attitude can be compared with the opinion of some Qur’ān readers who assume that a garment unlawfully gained and worn during the prayer makes the prayer null and void. Of this kind was the argument of the Khawārij that a dowry attained unlawfully annuls the marriage. Al-Muḥāsibī argues that the dowry, if unlawful, has to be replaced
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200 Al-Muḥāsibī, A’māl al-qulūb, p. 221.
by a lawful one, but that the marriage itself remains sound and becomes valid by the declaration of marriage. Some groups regarded any cooperation with the rulers as assistance for them in their acts of oppression. Others prohibited aiding the authorities only in deeds directly connected with iniquity and oppression, and allowed cooperations in other fields. Some eminent and pious scholars had quite extreme opinions as to selling weapons and horses; they considered it serious disobedience (maṣla). Even in other fields they considered it preferable not to cooperate with the rulers. To these groups of the pious belonged many famous ascetics; it is enough to mention ʿAbdallah b. al-Mubārak, Sufyān al-Thauri, Aḥmad b. Muḥammad b. Ḥanbal, Ibrāhīm b. Adham, and Bishr b. al-Ḥārith. The majority of the pious were of the opinion that authority is necessary in view of the commitments imposed on the rulers: to head the prayers, to exert judgement, to build roads, bridges, and mosques, to send out troops into the territory of the unbelievers, to facilitate the performance of the ḥajj, to distribute the fāy, and to carry out other duties of authority. The pious, orthodox believers, acting in the spirit of the injunctions of the traditions of the Prophet, considered any revolt against the rulers a forbidden deed; they gladly practiced perseverance under the rule of unjust rulers and stuck to the community of the believers, attempting to avoid any contact with the authorities. A marginal group of ascetics who kept away from trade and industry and were reluctant to take part in military actions (scil. under the command of the amīrs) is severely criticized by Muḥāsibī: commerce, industry, and other occupations were always practiced in Islam.

In contradistinction to the dark picture of the evil ruler, Abū Yūsuf draws an impressive picture of the righteous ruler in his Kitāb al-kharāj, which he dedicated to Hārūn al-Rashīd. God by His grace and mercy established the rulers (wulāt al-amr) as His deputies on earth and granted them light; this enabled them to elucidate some obscure matters and explicate the duties incumbent upon them. The luminous light of the rulers is reflected in the revival of the sunan of the
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righteous, the carrying out of the prescriptions of the Law of God, and the granting to the people of their rights. The evil of the shepherd spells doom for the subjects; if he is not aided by the virtuous and right, people are in danger of perdition.\textsuperscript{204} Traditions quoted by Abū Yūsuf emphasize the high position of the just ruler and his distinguished place on the Day of Resurrection; the most hated and chastised on the Day of Resurrection would be the wicked ruler.\textsuperscript{205} The kind ruler, caring for the needs of his subjects, would be gently treated by God on the day when he spoke to God about his needs; the ruler who hindered the people from approaching him to ask that their needs be met would be prevented from gaining God's help for his needs.\textsuperscript{206}

A great many traditions enjoin being faithful to the ruler, carrying out his orders, cleaving to the community, and honouring the authorities.\textsuperscript{207} The famous tradition granting Quraysh the sole position of rulers of the Muslim community is in some versions coupled with a proviso concerning the implementation of the rules of justice, the precepts of the Qur'ān, and the \textit{sunna} of the Prophet. In certain traditions the good tidings about the duration of Qurashi rule are coupled with a threat that Quraysh would lose their authority if the rulers acted unjustly or violated the precepts of Islam; sometimes the solemn promise of Qurashi rule is followed by a curse for a ruler who acts iniquitously.\textsuperscript{208} All the traditions enjoin obedience and subordination to the rulers, even if the believer is treated with iniquity or is punished or harmed unjustly. Only in the event that he is faced with the choice between Islam and death must he prefer death.\textsuperscript{209}

\textsuperscript{204} Ibid., p. 5.
\textsuperscript{205} Abū Yūsuf, \textit{Kitāb al-kharāj}, p. 9.
\textsuperscript{206} Ibid., pp. 9-10.
\textsuperscript{207} See, e.g., ibid.
Only one tradition enjoins rebellion in the case of an iniquitous ruler; the Prophet is said to have instructed the people as follows: Be loyal to Quraysh as long as they act justly towards you. If they do not act righteously put your swords on your shoulders and cut off their roots. If you do not do it, then be miserable like peasants living by their toil.\textsuperscript{210} This tradition is included in Khallal’s \textit{al-Musnad min masâ’il aḥmad}. It is of interest that Ibn Ḥanbal, when asked about this tradition, denied its soundness, stating that the Prophet’s utterances in this matter are contradictory; he quoted the well-known traditions enjoining full and unconditioned obedience to the Qurashi rulers.\textsuperscript{211} When asked about it another time, Ibn Ḥanbal stated that the true version as transmitted to him by Waki‘ was confined to the first phrase: “Be loyal to Quraysh as long as they act justly towards you” (\textit{istaqimu li-qurayshin mā staqāmū lakum}).\textsuperscript{212} On another occasion Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal marked the extended tradition of Thaubān, quoted above, as \textit{munkar}.\textsuperscript{213} It is in fact not surprising that Ibn Qutayba recorded this utterance as one of the ideological arguments of the Khawārij.\textsuperscript{214}


\textbf{211} Al-Khallāl, \textit{al-Musnad min masâ’il}, MS, fol. 9b.

\textbf{212} Al-Khallāl, \textit{al-Musnad min masâ’il}, MS, fol. 9b.

\textbf{213} Ibid., fol. 9b, inf.-10a.

\textbf{214} Ibn Qutayba, \textit{Ta’wil mukhtalīf al-ḥadīth}, p. 3.